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Ducklings Handed
12-3 Loss By Hook

Duck
Tracks

By BILL McINTURFF
Oregon State’s Rooks avenged their grid defeat of a week ago
felling the Oregon Ducklings 12 to 3, on Bell field last night. La
Friday the Lemon-Yellow yearlings conquered their traditional riva
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fout

yard line the Rook advance was
finally halted. Then, Dale Lasselle
attempting to punt out of danger
was overwhelmed by a mass oi
Beaverino linemen.
Miller Blocks Flint

Jim Miller, husky tackle anc
Rook captain, blocked the punt.
The ball rolled over the goal line
but spun back and came to rest on
the 6 inch line in
Oregon State’s

possession.
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RIMLESS GLASSES FOUND
A paid of ladies rimless glasses
found

in

yesterday

Johnsor

hall. The owner may receive them
in the dean of women’s office.

Emerald of Air

The two men above are Southern
California’s Coach Howard Jones and the Trojan
quarter, Cotton-top Warburton, who has not been going so good this year in
spite of last
year’s all-American rating. Wonder if Scooter is getting called down
or are they just
talking it over?

they saying?

Fiji, S.A.M. Fives
Postpone ‘B’ Tilt

at

coming rally parade, the Sigma
Alpha Mu and Phi Gamma Delta
(Continued front page 2)
hoop squads came out of a huddle
yesterday with the decision to
Days Are Here Again” and other postpone their “B” division tilt
hits on George Gershwin’s pro- that was originally scheduled to
gram at 3:00; Giovanni Martinelli, swing into action at 4 o’clock yesfamous operatic tenor, with De- terday.
The managers of the two squads
troit symphony orchestra at 5:00;
and the donut department heads
Will Rogers at 6:30.
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Bobby Parke, Johnny has had
trouble rating enough playing time. Nevertheless the fiery

Washingtonian

has shown himself
par with the veterans

date station KGU, NBC affiliate in
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Oregon:
Montana
Simpson .LE. Rhinehart
Eagle .LT.Babich
Carter

.LG. Anderson

Fury .C. Sayatovich
Hurney .ItG. Carpenter
Frye .RT. Cosgrove
Riordan
RE. Heller
Reisehnian
QB. Emery
Lopez ...RII. Vesel
Van Vliet .LH.Hilcman
Michek .FB. Story

individuals

pleasing to the eye so far are: Gregory, who now and then writes
\rne Lindgren, last year's ail star, a bit for the Oregonian about why
Dave Silver, Bob Anderson, Mal- the Duck, Beaver, and Multnomah
;olm Bauer, and Glen Palm.
field stadiums should be turfed.
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in his spare
“Sawdust-field” Dick- John- time, Iguesso last week
bumped
lon, Guard sports editor, doesn't into
Dusky Joe Lillard, former
,vant to take a pretty stiff rim- Duck star backfield
man, winning
ning tomorrow in the pressbox he a ball game for the Los
If

around

Angeles
disguise and Westwood Cubs pro team over the
, lot
plant himself anywhere in the Moraga Wolves, by tossing a pass
icinity of his pal “Turf-field” for the victory touchdown.
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LEVINGS MADE MANAGE
Frank Levings has been appointed general forensic
manager by the
forensic council and members of
the speech division.
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LAST TIMES TONIGHT
15c
Show of 1001 Wonders!

Welcome
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“STAND UP AND
CHEER”!
Warner Baxter, Shirley Temple,
James Dunn, Stepin Fetchit
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reporter, the prophecying duck has decided the
Betas arc due to take prety much
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and gather around the loudspeaker
1919—A
one scheduled on
HABIT—ALMOST! The
Friday’s lineup of
on
Sunday at 8:30, when Jack
varsity gridsters defeated Washgames.
Benny's familiar “Hello folks” is
ington in a hard game at Seattle.
heard in the flowery islands in the
Final score: 24-13.
far off mid-Pacific. For on that Underwood to Lecture
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or
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1924—WHAT A SHAME! 'Twas
Sunday and the Emerald sports
date either department was taking its Sabbat-
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Announcers please note.
Reischman amazed Oregon fans
when put on
display in the initial
Gonzaga game. A newcomer, he
blocked and cantered like a veteran.
As substitute for Van Vliet

1929—WHAT, NO WARM UP?
Basketball practice was
inaugurated this week by Coach Bill Reinhart, who has started the men
right off on hard basketball floor
work without any preliminaries.
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Purdue, and Pitt appear to be the best bets over lowly
Michigan, Chicago, and Elmer
Lay den's Irish.

the northern state

played.
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FLASHES BACK IN
SPORTS

Because many of their men were
busy in preparation for the home-
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leading scorer Ike Petcapering' around the Gonzaga
look
like
bad
picks
from Bulldogs
the San Francisco Dons.
against
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weeks of the schedule
five eked out win:
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the
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man" with a long “i” not "Reeshman." It is a good old German
name, rhymes with
Eleischman.

dis-
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Martin's junior colbefore
transferring here. Although tipping the scales at a bare 170,
Johnny played the fullback position while in junior
college.
The name is pronounced

lege
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up as contenders for
the headfeathers of the last year’s
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Rooks 0.
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and ten. After unsuccessful sallie:
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the
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Oregon’s first chance to scor
when the Ducklings recov
ered a fumble of Rook
safety Bol
Above we have “Speed-Tenor- Mountain. A long pass, Lasselli
Lowpass- Lost Chord” Lopez who to Williamson, set them on thi
will start at half in today’s battle Orange 11 yard line, first dowt

and Oregon would be closed within
a short time.
“We must speak up and out
against this bill which intends to
rob our state of an educated youth,
and strikes at the very basis of our
government,” concluded Gilbert.
Joe Renner, president of the At
S. U. O., urged the support of the
students in the University’s fight
against these two proposals which
will appear on the ballots Tuesday.

inoort'o

Stanford and Washingglory crown by winning with
quite fair ease over the Uclans and our neighboring Beavers. In the
California-Santa Clara fracas the non-conference lads will give a few
downward jerks to any ambitions the Bears might have.
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REISCHMAN. who will
strut his stuff before the Home-
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Editor's note: The following is another
series of articles by Bill Mclnturff
tire presenting the various members
193d Wcbfoot grid team.
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forward wall had to offer. Dal
Lasselle’s punt returns down th
sidelines proved him to be the mos

With the Montana Grizzlies.

Phi
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an 1

shifty runner on the field. Le
Lewis, ace punter, and Willy Wil
liamson, diminutive ball packet
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4:00 Beta Theta Pi
pa Alpha.
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Though statistics show the On
gon men in a decidedly unfavoi
able light, in reality the Spirit, c
'38 team caused their opponent s
plenty of trouble. Time after tim g
they ran the ball deep into scorin
territory only to be halted at th g
goal line by an inspired Orego 1

Chuck

ic

ton to continue their drive for the 1934

Press Betas
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the Rook crossbars from tl e
15 yard line for 3 points. A blocks d
Frosh punt on the one yard lir e

Beaverinos in
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happen in the afternoon grid conflicts and he once more plays the
loyal Oregon Duck and picks the Webfoots to waddle to victory over
Montana here this rainy day. But the score, the little one affirms, will
not be a wild three or four touchdown defeat of the Grizzlies but
only
by a two goal margin.

Again

Yeomen, Phi Delt, Phi Sig
S.P.E., A.T.O. Fives
|

penalization of five yards, Li
Lewis dropped back into the kicl
ing position and arched the ba li

put

Take Floor

Monday
st

few minutes of play. After
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downs as contrasted with 12 for the Beaverinos. Two of
the Frosh fri
downs were from passes, while the Orange Babes' dozen were all
fro
scrimmage. The Ducklings collected a total gain of 78 yards while tl

Starts!

Looks Over

By CLAIR JOHNSON

7 to 3.
At Corvallis under the arc
lights the Eugene eleven
outpointed throughout the entire game. The team made

Iguesso Finds Joe
Lillard; Picks Ducks,

SUNDAY COMES—
“DESIGN FOK LIVING”
Miriam Hopkins, Cary Cooper,
Fredric March, E. E. Horton

in Their Annual

Homecoming.

Monday

Honolulu, will be added to the netRex Underwood, professor of piwork carrying the play and byof Jack and his co-workers
ano at the University school of muplay
Kolberg smashed
line for the Rooks’ Mary Liningstone, Frank Parker, sic, will present another lecture in
—

and Don his series on chamber music Monday, November 5, at the Hotel Osburn.
He will discuss the life and perline Musical Romance" at 12:30,
“House by the Side of the Road” sonality
of Brahms.
Selections
with Tony Wons at 1:30, “Grand from Brahms will be played.
The
Hotel”—drama, with Anne Sey- string quintet with the aid of John
son escorted the
pigskin to the
at 3:30. Stehn, director of the University
puckling 12 yard stripe, where a mour and Don Ameche
Cantor and Rubinoff at 5:00, Man- band, will play the clarinet quintet,
was
long pass
attempted and completed. Ensued a long argument hattan Merry-Go-Around at 6:00, and Si Botts will assist in a horn
and the Pontiac program at 7:30. trio.
between the referees.
it
first score. Weaver’s kick was to
the side. Frosh 3, Rooks 6.
The Rook next "fed” the ball to
Jackson, whose head-down rushes
started
the
Orange Babes on
another touchdown attempt. Jack-

Announcer

Don

Wilson

Bestor and his orchestra.
Other good NBC bets: “Maybel-

Finally

decided that the Rooks had
illegal "screen pass.” The
Rooks were penalized fifteen
yards
and the ball given to the Frosh.
Mountain Scores
In the second half alert
yearling
center, Vernon Moore, intercepted
Jackson’s pass and lumber to the
Rook 40. A pass from Williamson
to Lasselle netted a first down.
But the Frosh offense was
stopped
by Bob Mountain's re-entrance into the game.
Mountain slashed
away through the Duckling line
and gained two first downs.
On
fourth down with only 2 yards to
go for score, the Beaverinos attempted a wide lateral which would
have scored only for a
timely tackle by Bill Dick on the one foot
line.
Dick kicked out of danger, but
on the next
play Bob Mountain
“spun” out of the grasp of three
tacklers, diagonaled down the field
19 yards for a touchdown to end
the game with a Rook victory 12
to 3.
was
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Watch for the
Classifieds
Now's tlie time
While they are lUc per
line
And swaps are free!
OREGON STUDENTS
Have your car serviced with

Flying A gas and Cycol Motor Oil at Ernie Danner's Associated Station.
Service With a Smile
Corner 10th and Olive
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Dads and Grads
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MISCELLANEOUS
Irby's individual haircut-

ting, 35c. Permanent push
waves $1.75 up. 41 W. Tenth
street. Irby's Beauty Salon.
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